Investments in child health result from decisions by parents, other family members, governments and other groups. Both family and community environments matter for child well-being and interventions have the potential of changing adulthood outcomes. Family environments differ in the quality and quantity of household resources, child-rearing inputs and attention from parents and other family members. The particular structure of a family affects all these dimensions.

Family structures have strong cultural roots and are shaped by demographic, social and economic changes. In Latin America, the diversification of family structures is ongoing at a very rapid pace.

Several studies have identified links between family structure and child nutrition in Latin American countries. However, their results are hard to compare – and in many cases contradictory- due to their particular characteristics.

For example: (1) paternal absence increases the risk of stunting (low height for age) for rural, low-income Mexican children but has no significant effect for urban Argentine children; (2) children that had grandparents in the home had better height for age outcomes both in Peru and Argentina even though the samples used in both studies were quite different.

The goal of this research is to provide new evidence on the existence of differences in nutritional outcomes by family structure in Latin America.

By building on my earlier work, the proposed project aims at: (1) studying the determinants of young children’s nutritional status and evolution in Colombia, especially family structure and stability, (2) comparing the Colombian findings to the ones for Argentina.

The results from this study can be useful in designing policies aimed at improving the nutritional status of young children.

I. Motivation/Previous Work

Motivation

Child health has been recognized to influence health and achievement across the life course and to have long term intergenerational consequences. Evidence from the biological and social sciences points to the importance of early childhood conditions as determinants of well-being and economic success later in life (Case and Paxon 2008; Conti and Heckman 2012). Child health affects the acquisition of traits linked to economic success in adulthood and therefore plays a role in the transmission of inequalities (Palloni 2006).
Investments in child health and well-being result from the decisions by parents, other kin, governments and other groups. Family is among the most powerful influences on health as it provides economic, social and psychological resources (and strains) that protect and threaten the health of its members (Carr and Springer 2010). Children from disadvantaged family backgrounds not only start with worse initial conditions but also receive fewer investments from the earlier years of their lives. In the absence of interventions to alter their trajectories, children growing up in disadvantage are at increasing risk – both socioeconomic and biological (Conti and Heckman, 2012).

Research on the health of young children in Latin American countries has traditionally focused on nutritional status although there are recent studies on children’s cognitive development (Schott et al. 2013; Schady et al. 2015; Behrman et al. 2017 are examples of recent work).

Malnutrition occurs when either a diet has insufficient nutrients or some gross imbalance/overabundance of certain nutrients so that it causes health problems. Commonly used measures of under-nutrition are stunting (short height-for-age) and wasting (low weight-for-length/height). Overweight and obesity (excessive weight-for-height) are used as indicators and measures of over-nutrition.

Evidence from medical research indicates that there is a “critical period” for anthropometric and cognitive development. Nutritional inputs during pregnancy and the first years of life are crucial to avoid under-nutrition and the window of opportunity to catch up may be closing for some children as early as the age of five (see Outes and Porter 2013).

In Latin America and the Caribbean, the relationship between family structure and young children’s nutritional status has been studied by relatively few researchers using datasets of varied size and representation (Bronte-Tinkew and De Jong 2004; Fernald and Neufel 2007). My work with Beatriz Novak (2014, 2017) for the case of Argentina belongs to this group.

The results of these studies are hard to compare due to their particular characteristics. Most of them use a single cross section data set, samples have different degrees of representability and family types are not always comparable.

An interesting study by Crookston et al. (2010) uses longitudinal data on Peruvian children from the Young Lives study to identify factors associated with stunting and catch up growth (or recovery from stunting). They find that children who had grandparents in the home, had less severe stunting in infancy, and were more likely to demonstrate catch-up growth.

The rich dataset of the Encuesta Longitudinal Colombiana de la Universidad de los Andes (ELCA) offers a unique opportunity to advance our knowledge on the role of the family on child nutrition. Specifically, it could shed new light on how children’s nutritional status and evolution are affected by family structure and stability.

The proposed project will extend my previous work by comparing the cross section results for Argentina y Colombia. In addition, it will study nutritional catchup and family stability by taking advantage of the longitudinal nature of the ELCA dataset.

This new evidence will contribute to the literature on child nutrition in Latin America and can be useful in designing policies geared towards improving the nutritional status of young children.
**Previous Work**

This project builds on my previous work with Beatriz Novak (El Colegio de Mexico) on the relationship between family structure and child health in Argentina.

Data on the health of Argentine children is very scarce and we were fortunate to have secured access to the 2005 Encuesta Nacional de Nutricion y Salud (ENNyS). This is the first nationally representative survey with anthropometric data and to my knowledge the only one that has been administered in Argentina. The dataset contains information on health status, anthropometry, nutrition and household socioeconomic indicators for about 27,000 children (6 months-5 years) living in cities with at least 5,000 inhabitants. Our work so far has been focused on children 2-5 years of age.

In “Family Structure and Child Health in Argentina” (2014) we explored the influence of family structure on the nutritional status of preschoolers. Working with household information, we were able to construct a wealth index and identify family structure for 11,664 children. We used logistic regressions to model two outcomes: stunting (low height-for-age) and overweight (excessive weight-for-height). In addition to age and gender, we controlled for wealth, head of household schooling, household size and food assistance programs.

For the stunting model, we found that two-parent families have significantly better outcomes when they have relatives (mostly grandparent/s) living with them and that single parenting per se does not have adverse effects. The beneficial role of relatives is reversed for overweight: children living with one or two parents had significantly higher odds of being overweight when relatives are present in their household.

Single parenting was associated with lower odds of overweight but only if relatives were not part of the residential family.

Our model predicted a family type gradient in stunting and overweight:
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We also found a clear wealth gradient in stunting (the wealth index ranges from 0 to 10 and has a mean of 5):
In “El rol de la estructura familiar en el acortamiento de la estatura de preescolares argentinos de dos a cinco años” (2017) we focused only on stunting and included geographic locations (regions) among the controls. Argentina has seven distinct regions and two of them (Northeast or NEA and Norwest or NOA) have significantly worse indicators than the rest of the country: higher poverty, illiteracy, unemployment/underemployment and substantially lower access to health services. Results from the logistic regression models showed that, although socioeconomic variables have a significant effect on stunting, family structure also matters. An interesting result is that children living in NEA had significant higher odds of stunting when the logistic regression was run without controlling by wealth and household size but its significance disappeared once these controls were introduced.

II- Research Questions/Methods

The ELCA follows a representative sample of Colombian urban and rural households. The three currently available waves contain detailed and novel household information (family composition and characteristics, economic/financial status and strategies, responses to shocks, among others) and unique indicators of child well-being. Some of these indicators are anthropometric, cognitive and socioemotional measures, consumption of particular foods, interaction with parents and caregivers (see Bernal et al. 2013).

Anthropometric information is collected for children 0-5 years of age and the urban and rural sample sizes for 2010 and 2013 are respectively: 1,972 and 1,367 (urban), 1,965, and 1,388 (rural). Only 28% of the children in the original sample (ages 0-5 in 2010) remained in that age range in the second wave so the panel sample is much smaller (see Bernal and Quintero 2013).

The proposed project will extend my previous work by comparing the cross section results for Argentina y Colombia. In addition, it will study nutritional catchup and family stability by taking advantage of the longitudinal nature of the ELCA dataset.

I believe that I will be able to construct the same family types I have used in my previous work and a similar wealth index can be computed. Although there are differences between the samples in the two countries (all socioeconomic groups are represented in the Argentine data while the highest one is not in Colombia and
children in rural areas or younger than 6 months are not included in the ENNyS), there is significant overlap to obtain meaningful comparisons.

In addition, the ELCA has many other interesting questions that can be used to sharpen some conjectures we had for Argentina. Specifically, our results for Argentina suggest that grandparents can play an important role in child nutrition. The ELCA question “who takes care of the child” can help shed additional light on the links between child health and resident/caretakers grandparents/other relatives.

I plan to use HAZ (height-for-age z score) and stunting status (stunting occurs if HAZ< - 2) to assess nutrition. I will use two alternative definitions of catch up growth: changing from stunted status to not stunted (following Crookston et al., 2010) and the coefficient on lagged height for-age z-scores (following Behrman et al., 2017). Four family types of families (single, single with relatives, couple, couple with relatives) and several types of family instability will be used. Changing from one type of family to another or changing partners, are two of the options.

My research questions are the following.

Does family structure and/or its changes play a significant role on child health/nutrition in Colombia? Does the presence of grandparents in the home attenuate the effects of lack of resources? Does geographical location matter for nutritional status after controlling for family structure and socioeconomic characteristics? How do these findings compare with the ones for Argentina? Are there wealth/income and family gradients for catch up growth? Are children who experienced less severe stunting more likely to experience catch up growth?

I plan to use multivariate ordinary least squares regressions, logistic regressions and panel data models.

III- Data Request

Children’s database: available waves
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[1] Crookston et al.( 2010) and Lundeen et al.(2014) showed that significant proportions of children in some low-income contexts experienced increases in HAZ between ages 1 and 5 years. Schott et al. (2013) studied what factors are associated with these reversals.

[2] Crookston et al.(2010) find that children with higher HAZ at the initial assessment were more likely to have catch up growth
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